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1.Abstract
This work aims to explore the possibilities in re-design by using secondhand party-dresses as the main material to construct new garments with a focus on street wear silhouettes. Deconstruction is commonly used
when working with secondhand and will also be used in this work, as well as draping. The goal is to find new
expressions when working with re-design and to only focus on one type of garment (the dress) and use street
wear as a tool to build silhouettes that rely on the typical garments used in street wear. The idea is to explore
what these two styles and shapes (evening wear versus street wear) can bring forward to the re-design field.
This work will find a new style and silhouettes from these two worlds (unfashionable dresses and streetwear)
with the help of experiments by deconstructing and draping the dresses and treating them as ”raw-material”
to make clothes.
As it is now, re-design is heavily looked upon as patchwork, often in smaller pieces and the clothes used as
materials are often bundled into one category- something that is a disadvantage to the future of re-design.
This work shows the results of focusing on one garment as a base to re-design. It lets the designer come closer to understand how to work with the garment in the progress of making new clothing. Also to highlight
the transformation a rarely used (because of its exclusive use to special occasions) an evening dress (often
uncomfortable, inappropriate for everyday wear) can go to become a more used and functional garment by
making use of street wear aesthetics (looser fit, everyday-appropriated wear).
The work shows both wearable examples and more exaggerated shapes, to show that this method can be
adapted to be used both commercially and for showpieces.
approximately 55 were purchased to have a catalog to chose from.
After gathering pictures of street wear from different medias, the garments were picked out (such as hoodies, t-shirts) and also pin pointing details (buttons, zippers etc) and this set the frame for what variables were
used when starting to create the new garments. Each garment was made out of 1-4 dresses.
The point was not to make street garments, but to find what will become of these dresses after going through
the process of street-wear silhouettes and details to become more updated and wearable clothes. In the end, it
turned out to be a fruitful clash of silhouettes and materials suited for both men and female collections. The
variations in shape and colors set a tone of its own.
Instead of letting that secondhand dress hang in a vintage store waiting for some compassion or an 80’s themed party just to be thrown back into a second-hand store the next day, and even for the future special occasion dresses, worn once then never again, this method can be applied to transform and bring them back to
usage. This method can expand the life of these dresses, limits only to the wear of the fabric which could be
well over 100 years more of use.

1.1 Key words

Secondhand, Dresses, redesign, streetwear, draping.
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2. Background
2.1 Facts around waste and textile use today

Each year 80 000 tons of clothing is thrown away in Sweden. What if that 80 000 ton of textile could have
been used to make new products? Today there are many ways of taking care of our textile waste. Some are
used as burning fuel. Some are recycled in different categories to build new textile, some are sold in second-hand stores as is, some are manipulated, enhanced by dying or taking apart to make new clothes.
The art of taking apart clothing and giving it a new design and by so prolongation the textiles life is today one
part of the solution in the battle to minimize our way of consuming clothes and exhausting our resources.
Today we use 1000 liters of water for each pair of newly produced jeans we make. Clothing companies are
already slowly but steadily making new solutions to how to be more efficient and environmentally sustainable-but the huge amounts and fast phase of production pumping out clothes on the market is not slowing
down- what can we as designers do to find a solution today? Re-design is a much-needed field to expand its
use and explore its design possibilities within different specific garments.

3. Introduction to the field
3.1 Re-design today

Discussing re-design or up-cycling can be mistaken for just some minor changes to a pre-existing garment.
But to completely change the character and use of a garment and to use whatever strengths in the materials
or appearance of the garment are a great way to work to find completely new expressions. The method using
a pre-existing object (often a cheap or less worthy object) and to in some way re-arrange or disassemble an
object to gain a more relevant or desired fashion is a common way of designing and has been for years.
But the specific work with re-designing garments to minimize the over consuming way of our society hasn’t
been adapted enough to be used on a bigger scale of production. And has often been over looked as the lesser
way of designing. Something that is about to change with a new interest from both designers, companies, and
consumers about the aesthetics strengths in re-design and by being more environmentally aware. There is
also a monetary value for companies in how to make the life span of textile longer since waste of textile is a
common problem even before the clothes land in the stores.

3.2 Media, high fashion, and commercial companies

The interest for big clothing companies to evolve the use of old clothes as raw material for new design has
increased the last years with people showing more interest and being more concerned about the textile
consumption and the climate change. The interest can be seen in articles written upon the subject, such as
Europe Newsweek where the headline reads Fast Fashion is Creating an environmental crisis (http://europe.
newsweek.com/old-clothes-fashion-waste-crisis-494824?rm=eu).
Big companies are starting campaigns to collect your old clothes directly in stores as we can see in H&M’s
Recycling your clothes (http://www.hm.com/ma/magazine/culture/h-m-inside/2016/03/m_i_a-and-h_mwill-recycle-your-old-clothes). This with the intention to start to recycle both the textile fibers and also work
with redesign. Vogue is setting the tone launching Fashion Recycle competitions (http://www.vogue.it/en/
talents/contests-and-more/2013/10/fashion-recycle-competition). This shows that the interest is reaching an
international level of interest and that both designer and consumers, if not already aware will be in one way
or another forced to take the matter into mind.
The interest for re-design has also increased in high fashion labels such as Viktor&Rolf, independent designers like Helen Kirkum and fashion students Maja Freiman (2016) of the Swedish school of Textiles Maja
Freiman Reconfigure (https://www.hb.se/Exit16/2016/BA-Fashion-Design/Maja-Freiman/) to turn their focus to explore their own personal work method when it comes to working with secondhand and perfecting it,
making the topic blossom. Even in fields of art and interiors, there is plenty of designers experimenting with
second-value items, like Martino Gamber’s chairs. (100 Chairs in hundred days 2016)
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3.3 Examples of designers working in the redesign field

Martino Gamber -100 Chairs in 100 days (2009).
Gamber’s use of old chairs combining them in surprising new combinations is a fresh take on using old items
and making them into still usable intriguing pieces of interior design. Gamber uses mainly chairs as his
objects to re-assemble. It’s within the field of using the same type of objects to make a new object in the same
category of item

Fig. 1-2 Martino Gamber 100 chairs in 100 days-2009

Arte povera Marisa Mertz

Artist Marisa Mertz pieces of art that range in the lane of arte povera- is something that resonates with the
idea of re-design. Even if in this case the dresses used in this method can have a starting value (0-300 Swedish
SEK) it is still the idea to give them an added value that comes with the hand of the designer and its decisions
to alter the dress use and appearance.

Fig. 3 Art by Marisa Merz made from socks and pencils.
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Helen Kirkum, re-assembled shoes

Kirkum uses old trainers to make new trainers, beautifully detailed and with a great sense of shape and color.
What differs her method from the ”Princesa de la Calle”-method is that she takes one type of clothing itemand re-assemble it into its same category- even the same style. While PDLC- takes one style and one type of
garment and works with a completely different style and other types of garments- a total opposite in shape
and materials. Kirkum shoes have also that new fresh style and feel despite the fact that she is using old shoes
as material. Something aspirational when working with re-design.

Fig. 4 Helen Kirkum 2016
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SchmidtTakahashi

Schmidttakahashi work by collecting clothing and writing down for each garment its history. The person who
donated the item and how they got hold of the garment is saved in an archive. And later when the garments
are re-designed you can see the history of each piece that leads to becoming this new garment.
SchmidthTakahashi has a very clean and graphic style. A modern patchwork if you like. The pieces are made
from different types of garments. The clothing is often in modest and classified as everyday-textiles such as
denim and wool. The colors are more on the neutral side.

Fig. 5-5A. SchmidtTakahashi 2016
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Viktor&Rolf Boulevard of broken dreams (2017)

Viktor&Rolf chose for their 2017 haute couture collection to ”...to delve deeper into their search for ”conscious design”, using vintage cocktail- and evening wear from various decades as their base material. Existing
dresses – often times damaged, with visible signs of wear, are taken apart. Their fragments are pieced back
together as surreal collages, restoring their components into new ensembles with unexpected shapes. Repairs
are accentuated with gold according to Kintsugi, a principle of Japanese pottery in which beauty arises from
imperfection.(...)”
The dresses were a mix of lower price range second hand and true vintage pieces and some suit-pants. One
or two dresses were used as a base, then cut into big pieces assembling one half of one dress with another half
of another- but still very much in their original position on the body- the scattered pieces and holes as well
as ”puzzle” arrangement of the different mixes of dresses- is the main method. The gold hand made tapes and
the hand made tulle pieces help bring together the look and the factor of change. Working with mainly two
pieces of clothing (dresses and pants) makes it easier to focus on details and strengths in the clothing used
as raw-material. Alike Kirkum and Gamber, the vintage dresses were turned into the same type of garment
(dress to dress) and style (evening wear to evening wear), something that method PDLC will change and
would be beneficial when it comes to giving the clothes a longer life. The arrangement of the dresses (neck
lines, arms, and waist etc) is kept very much in the same position as the original dress-method PDLC will
challenge this to find a different way of constructing with vintage without staying true to its original position,
which could obstruct shape.
(http://www.harpersbazaar.com.sg/75027/haute-couture-fashion-week-viktor-rolf-ss17/)3 Viktor&Rolf Boulevard of broken dreams
(http://www.harpersbazaar.com.sg/75027/haute-couture-fashion-week-viktor-rolf-ss17/)

Fig.6 Viktor&Rolf Boulevard of Broken Dreams 2017
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3.4 Summary of introduction

We can see from the examples mentioned that a form of patchwork is what it’s most common to use. A lot of
every-day garments are used by Takahashi and Kirkum.
Viktor&Rolf, on the other hand, made evening wear, with a great variation in materials.With the exception
of Merz and Takahashi, the designers opted to design within the same field of the objects nature. Kirkum’s
trainer to trainer, Viktor&Rolf ’s dress to dress and Gamber’s chair to chair.
This is why the method of PDLC’s interest lies to combine the evening dress materials and shape, explore the
patchwork technique more and combine it with more everyday wear patterns found in street wear. So this
way find a method that can open up for more variation of the final result and not stay in the same starting
point, this to benefit the garment’s longevity.
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4. Motive and Idea
4.1 Why change the clothes?
So why not keep the clothes as they are? what is wrong with just re-selling them without any alteration?
Three things are of great importance here. First of all to overlook what the retail value and how we look upon
second hand and newly produced clothing make us over consume, and use clothes as disposable and how this
mentality needs to change.
If applied with design methods to construct quality re-design that is valued for its aesthetics and shape, we
would change the view of the ”buy and toss”-mentality. A piece that has been taken into care and carefully reconstructed, and even as SchmidtTakahashi shows its history behind the clothing- makes us more attached to
a garment and less likely to discard after a short period of time. This change in our approach towards fashion
is crucial for our environment but also for the evolution of the fashion industry. This reflects both upon the
consumer and the producers.
Second is to always strive for improvement. Each year organizations like Ideel Second hand in Sweden collects about 22 000 tons of textiles that are given to them (http://www.ideellsecondhand.se/page/1/, 2013).
Only 5 887 ton are used to sell in second-hand stores. Even if the usable number is low compared to the entry
number, it’s still high enough to stand for an ever producing market of second hand and could be a flourishing re-design market. Also, keep in mind that this is only one of many companies to collect clothing. The
second-hand stores could be making a bigger profit if a re-design and method such as PDLC were applied.
Thirdly is the notable interest and opportunity for fashion houses to in the future be build solemnly on
re-designed clothes, such as SchmidthTakahashi’s brand. There is a sea of aesthetics to explore but for this to
happen there need to be more methods developed to how we approach second-hand re-design, to net get a
one-way-look-market.
What is keeping the dresses from being sold and worn again? Let’s take a look at what they are. Evening
wear-dresses, that means that they are specified to an occasion, and by so stuck to a minimal time of usage
compared to everyday wear. The condition of the clothes, they are rarely in bad condition, thanks to the prior
statement. Been worn few times means less usage and tear on the fabrics- which is an amazing opportunity to
be used in redesign, compared to clothes made from other materials and for everyday wear.
But the key factor to why these dresses are not being sold and used longer lies in the design and our social
structure to how we wear evening wear. These dated 80’s dresses that can be found in this work, keep them
from being used because of its lack of fashion relevance today. And even if used, the code to evening wear
that it has an inbuilt sense of ”novelty” that fades for every wear, and that the dress can’t be used for more
than a few occasion until this ”thrill of premiere” is gone. This is why an approach and method like Viktor&Rolf ’s- making evening wear to evening wear- is not of help when it comes to prolongate the life of wear
for a single person, in a dress.
This is why a method like PDLC would be of benefit to apply. Not only focusing on shape and color but also
changing the clothes DNA of usage- from evening wear to everyday wear.
By only using second-hand clothes as the main material and by further putting boundaries on what type of
clothing is allowed to be used, new shapes and even fields of use to garments could be found.
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4.2 Choice of garment
The choice of the evening dress as this works main subject comes not only from it being the less used (the
number of times of wear of each garment) of all type of garments. It’s also rooted from a personal history
with dresses. In my mothers home country, Ecuador, girls are dressed up in very extravagant dresses, even as
newborns.This continues up to a girls quinceanera- her 15th birthday.
Since I am born and raised in Sweden, I didn’t get dressed up as often as I would in Ecuador, nonetheless I
didn’t lack the experience of these exquisite dresses. My maternal family made sure to send me dresses every
year for my birthday. Pearls, sequences, gold lame, lace and more. It’s my first memory of a desire to explore
textile, through my dresses. As I grew, my mother let me use this dresses not only for special occasions but
for every day. This made me from a very early age crave glamor daily. As I grew older I still chose to dress up,
heels, hats and adorned corsets, but my surroundings were not accepting. Comments such as ”where do you
think you are going?” or ”isn’t she over dressed for school” trying to bring me down but instead formed the
ever desire to normalize dressing up the same way we dress down. When I started to think about what garment to chose for this particular work, the option was clear.
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4.3 Aim

This work explores possibilities in re-design, in relation to second hand-evening dresses, with a focus on
street wear silhouettes, by means of draping and reconstruction
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5.Method
5.1Re-design

In the student driven project ”Life of a dress” (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cp20qjeuR-c) we follow
how people work with re-design by collecting clothes and then adding changes to them, taking them appart
and making them into new clothes. This is the core of redesign. To alter the length of a dress is technically
not re-design but more a small alteration. In this work, the line for it to be appreciated as redesign is for an at
least 3 step change to the existing item. Such as altering the length, re-positioning of a pattern piece or cutting
out parts of the garments etc. The field of re-design can also be linked to patchwork back in time, Swedish
quilts and Japanese art of wabi-sabi to mention a few.

5.2 Re-design and up-cycling

In the master thesis of Szeto Man Ying, N_stalgia up-cycling is described as such ”The concept of “Upcycling” in term of fashion is a process of re-creation to ”upgrade” low-quality or worn out materials into
“new” exclusive clothing, giving them second lives in a new designed garment and making them more desirable than they were at the start.” ( http://bada.hb.se/bitstream/2320/6744/1/2010.8.4.pdf, http://bada.hb.se/
handle/2320/6744) The terms re-design and up-cycling have a lot of the same values, therefore this description of the word up-cycling is also something that describes the qualities of re-design. The garment is essentially upgraded to be more desirable than what it was before its transformation. Man Ying investigates the idea
together with the concepts of Imperfection, Arte Povera and Up-cycling Fashion. Importance lies also in the
clothes spiritual value. This added value trhough re-make is of utter importance in Man Ying method, as well
as in the method described in this work.

5.3 Method strategy

To not fall into the same traps as previous designers it is of great importance that the item of clothing that
will be used as material and its style category it falls into differs from the one that is used as a guide line for
the transformation of the garment through re-design. Other wise it will easily repeat the shoe-to-shoe, dressto-dress that has been made by mentioned designers. This to add longevity to a garment but also to explore
the way a dress can transform into something completely different and what that brings to its design.

5.4 Reference and style

In this work, I used second-hand evening dresses as the main material, and the reference for its transformation is street wear. By street wear, it points to more laid back wear such as hoodies, puffer jackets, sweatpants,
and t-shirts. Pictures were studied to define what street wear is. By gathering pictures of street wear, looking
at R’n’B and hip-hop artists, street inspired collections from designers, illustrations with street wear-pictures
and Tumblr-pages with street wear themes, the most common and fitting garments will be picked out (such
as hoodies, t-shirts) and also pin pointing details (press buttons, zippers, numbers as decoration on clothing)
and will set the frames for what variables will be used when starting to create the new garments. Each garment will be made out of 1-4 dresses.

5.5 Garments

This work will only use dresses found in second-hand shops. Mainly from the 50’s, 80’s and 90’s. They are
selected by color, details and fabric amount. If a dress has a not an appealing color, not enough details or too
little fabric, it was not chosen to the material collection. This is not because the discarded dresses couldn’t be
used within this method, it’s rather to set a frame for materials to be collected and to be able to go through
and work with a lot of different materials.

5.6 Techniques used

Draping and deconstruction were done directly on the body or on dummies. Machine and hand stitching are
used. Sketching with collage and draping sessions dircelty on body to explore looks and proportions.
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5.7 Gathering material

A big number of dresses are purchased to have a catalogue to chose from. These dresses are chosen within the
price range 0-300 swedish crowns. They are selected by color, details and fabric amount. If a dress has a not
an appealing color, not enough details or too little fabric, it will not be chosen to the material colection. This
is not because the discarted dresses are not usable within this mehtod, it is more to set a frame for materials
to be colected and to be able to handle an already big amount of materials.

5.8 Analyze

The result will be analyzed in terms of shape and refference to the street style-theme. Shape wise the end
result should not ressemble its starting point. Details of the dresses should be taken into mind and made the
most off. The dress should not ressemble a dress shape wise in the end. It should comfortably have found its
new shape. Wearability is important. Also an aire of flamboyantness is to preffer. After all, its evening wear
turned to day wear and an eyecathing result is therfore not a negative.
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6.Development
6.1 1-6 out of the 55 of the chosen second-hand dresses in thier original state

From top to bottom, right to left: Purple silk blend promdress 90’s, Purple Silk sweetheart dress 00’s, purple
silk dress with big bow in the back 80’s, black and gold formal wear from unkown African country with lots
of details and fabric variations 00’s, Red and white silk dress with print 70’s or 80’s, polyester flower print
dress 70’s,
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7-15 out of the 55 of the chosen second-hand dresses in thier original state

Red and gold dress wiht lace and ruffle details 80’s, red asian inspired dress, jersey draped dress 80’s,White
wedding dress with pleats 50’s, black long sleeved black lace dress 80’s, grey polyester bridesmaid dress 90’s,
grey/pink shift dress with frills 80’s, 50’s silk brocade dress.

Fig.8 Second hand dresses for
experiments.
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16-21 out of the 55 of the chosen second-hand dresses in thier original state

Blue and black prom-dress with gathering 80’s, 50’s woven silk dress, 50’s turquoise jewel dress, 70’s yellow
nylon halter dress, 80’s flower silk dress, pink brocade dress.

Fig.9 Second hand dresses for experiments.
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6.2 Details

Most common details in the dresses:
Volantes
Rouches
Bows
Strass and pearls
Pleats

Most common materials: mixed artificial, such as polyester and silk
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6.3 Refference pictures

6.3.1 Catwalk/fashion photography-Gosha Rubinsky 2015/2016

Fig.10 Gosha Rubinsky 2016
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Maria Ke fisherman 2016

Fig.11 Maria Ke Fisherman 2016
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6.3.2 90’s early 00’s Pictures of
r’n’b queen Aaliyah

Fig.12 Singer Aaliya and artist
Drake.
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6.3.3 Contemporary streetwear
pictures from pinterest

Fig.13 Contemporary streetwear
pictures
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6.4 What is typical for street wear?
Colors

Details

Satturated colors

Lettering

monochromatic

”Varsity” Fonts/numbers

Colorblocking

Tags/logo

Red/blue

Zippers
Metall buttons
Ribbed endings and rubber bands

Clothes

Silhouettes

Separets

Boxy

Sweatpants
Hoodies
T-shirts

separtes
Big upper small lower and vice versa
asymetrcial
symetrical
blocks

Zipped sweatshirts
High neck
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6.5 Development Jogging pants

Fig.14 Streetwear
pants to keep as a archetypal to modell the
pants after

Fig. 15,16 Ballgown dress to use as material.

Fig. 17-20
Opening up
the seams and
start to pin
directly on
modell.

Fig. 21,22 The gathering of the skirt as a leg, was dramatic and full of volume,
sadly it looked too much as its original state and read as a skirt, more then
pants. This is why a straighter and narrower leg was chosen.

Fig.23 Perfecting
the cut, keeping
a lot of the dress
natural volume.
Still didnt work,
so even straighter
leg and changes to
become closer to
the original pants
so it stop reading
dress and more
streetwear.
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Development joggin pant
Fig. 24-26 Now
it looks less like
a skirt and more
liek joggin pants.
A detail on both
sides of the knee
was made- to see
if it made a more
unison shape
thanks to that
detail.

fig. 27-31 Pants tried on both male and female modell.
The irregular shape is not enough exagereated to make an
impact, also the pants did not have similarity enough to
the sweatpants in mind. A pink stripe was added to add to
the street wibe.

Fig 32-35 A waist band was added to bring back to closeness, since it was one of the common things in
street wear. The bulky and drapy details on the sides where eliminated, and a slimmer silhouette was 26
made.

fig. 36-39A Buttons on the sides and another black stripe wa added. The pants where now very applied almost comercial in thier appearance, with a strong resemblance to streetwear, but still individual thanks to the textile and color being so different from the traditional colors and materials.
The shape was succesfull as far as resemblance, and the colors made the pants stand out.

Fig.39A Slimmed final version of the pants with
the buttons attached, on male modell
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6.6 Draped hoodie development
Fig. 40-43
Dress with a
lot of details
in gold used
as material for
the hood.

Fig. 43A Archetypical garment to follow, the plain
hoodie.
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Fig. 43B Draping on modell
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Fig.43C Draping on
modell
30

Fig. 44-46
The dress
was draped
in different
ways until a
hood shape
was found.
As so much
was going
on with
patterns
and texture, the
design was
kept symetrical.

fig.47-49 Variations of the neckline and shoulders. The flower sides where fastened to the sides
to give extra volume, and th neckline was decided to be closed up, to call back to streetwear and
not a V-neck dress.
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Fig. 50-52 The sides are pinned down, a hood is added to make it
more obvious as a sweatshirt-hoodie style, as it otherwise would
look more like an oversized top with a V-neck. This is why also
the V- was closed. A stretch waistband was added to the edge of
the bottom, as well as the end of the arms. Again, very functional,
extravagant thanks to the details and the fabrics. The details such
as he pleats and flowers gives dimenson and shape- that is so far
away from the typical hood, which balances out the more literal
interpretation in the overall shape. Since the aim is not to duplicate streetwear- more to as a guide to new expressions, this was
a step away from the more literal version of the sweatpants. But
questions how to take more advantage of the details in the dress
to find the shape, that was successful in this black hood. Also,
both of these two first examples, where made out of one dress,
adding more dresses might create more opportunity to shape.
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6.7 Draped Jogger jacket

Fig. 53-56 Dresses used in this garment.

fig. 57 streetwear jogger jacket
picture from pinterest as a
archetypal garment to modell
the jacket after.

Fig. 58-69 Draping and opening up the dresses directly on modell. More details such as colored zippers and
stripes are added. The balance between the details and the shape and color of the purple material is looking
rather vintage and 80’s, which in this case is not desirable. A more clean impression would benefit balancing
out the already vintage feel in the dresses and the color, as well as the shape.
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Fig. 60-78 development. trying out different details and playign with the achertypical stripes found in streetwear. The version where the jacket was plainer with less
red and white, has a stronger look.
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Fig 79-81 Jacket tried on both male and female-model for size comparison. The size works
well for both. The red stripes and red zipper is distracting and making the jacket looked dated.

Fig 82-83 Taking away the red details turns the focus back on the draped details in the dress. The jacket had
uneveness that was fixed by shortening the jacket, an elastic band was added to gather the fabric in the front
for a poofier-look.. In figure 83 parts of the underskirts of the original dress where added back to its original state (that was hightened, by the bust cut). Since the jacket had so many adapted pieces, the tulle skirt
was a nod back to its origin.
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6.8 Development Puffer Jacket
Fig.88 Details of
the dress.

Fig.84 Secondhand dress as startingpoint
for the puffer jacket.

Fig.85-87 Secondhand dress parted into two
pieces, as startingpoint for the puffer jacket.

Fig 89-90 Since the first tryouts where very literal examples of streetwear, this time it was just decided to become
a puffer jacket- but with no specific archetypical puffer
jacket to follow- this to try and find more free shapesand to use the details of the dress more. Not to adapt the
patterns as much as in the purple jacket. Some draping
experiments in between filling the dress. Circled pictures
are findings with right volume and dynamic.

Fig. 91-94. Sewing canals and filling the dresses to start resembling a puffer jacket. Using
details in the dress to accentuate with filling.
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Fi Fig 95- 102 After many shape
tryouts, a decision was made to come
closer to the puffer jacket, and introduce more details such as a collar and
zippers and stripes.
Also the uneven shape was too indecisive. A decision was made to make one
side stricter to a puffer jacket, and the
other half more abstract.
Fig 101-102 Draping experiments focusing on volume.
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Fig 103-105 Asymetrical puffer jacket
takes form. The more
convicning side shape
wise is still the purple
abstract side. But continuing to work with
both sides to find a
balance.

Fig. 106-107 A longer and a shorter
version was tried out, where the
shorter had a more distinct shape.

Fig. 108-114 different versions of the arm and the back. A certain uneven-ness but not too
bulky was prefferable.

Fig. 115-120 Details such as pipin, zippers and stripes to speak the same streetwear
style as a puffer jacker. Colors where tried out.
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Fig 121-124 part of final experiments on
body.
The result is not satisfying. The green Side fits too small, the details
such as the piping takes away from the shape more then what it
accentuates. The brandtag looks misleading and too small. Lastly the
elastic cotton cuffs against the shiny material makes the black of the
cuffs look dull and used. Also the two colors play out eachother in
brightness. A decision was made to split the jacket into two, enlarge
the green side
and keep it more true to the pufferjacket style. Strip away the unnecessary details and focus on shape and materials isntead of small
details that get lost when competing with the textiles shiny texture
and bright colors.
The purple parts, on the other hand, works well but not in combination with a strict side, and thus should keep its asymmetry all over as
one piece. Also to scale it even bigger than its green counterpart.
Biggest decision was also to NOT follow a collage sketch, but to
follow a chosen streetwise garment from the start to finnish, to not
get lost in the process. However the collage gave the starting idea of
the more abstract shapes, which was a success in this experiment. To
follow this up, the abstract shapes will be build upon already existing shapes found in the dress. Such as duplicating and exaggerating
details. Thoughts about final collection should be a balance between
applied garments and more avantgarde type of pieces to possibly
show a range in this redesigh mehtod.
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6.9 Choosing archetypical garments
Fig 125-126 archetypical garments
for refference in
the first tryouts.

Fig. 127-130 New archetypical garments chosen.
After the puffer experiment it was found better to stick to a pre-set
garment with a picture, preferably a street garment with less details
and let the dress itself, the colorful textiles and its details play out in
the process. The garments chosen on this page, where chosen because of compatibility with the textiles in the dresses and a more clean
recognizable garment types, archetypical. A less restricted way of
working with the secondhand dresses is to prefer, even though the
first examples where fruitful, it could show more range if the rest of
the garments played out more of the original dresses details. For this
a draping session with the remaining dresses and part of the done
pieces, would be a great way gathering data about what to focus on
when making the garments.

Fig 127-130 archetypical garments for refference in
the second tryouts.
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6.10 Draping directly on body
Color/material combinations and silhouettes exploration

Fig. 131- 142 Draping/sketching session on body
It was important after the elongated pufferjacket to find an accelerated way of sketching.
A session of draping with the second hand dresses direclty on body with pins, was the solution. The
draping session was fruitful with many pictures of details and silhouettes that can be exaggerated, paired
with the right streetwear acrhetypical garment.
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Fig. 143-157 Draping experiments with hole dresses and garments , previous experiments made
out from dresses. The ones that are crossed are too plan or not balanced enough in material/silhouette. The cirkled green ones is where interesting shapes or details have been found.
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Fig. 158-172 Draping experiments with hole dresses and garments , previous experiments made out
from dresses. The ones that are crossed are too plane or not balanced enough in material/silhouette. The
cirkled green ones is where interesting shapes or details have been found.

Also when draping directly on body the advantage is the quick and spontaneous phase
that generates voluptuous silhouettes. A better understanding of the fabrics behavior on
the body as well as how much shape the dress is able to produce and how much alteration
it needs to make a certain shape, is much more effective when draping directly with the
dresses before changing them at all.
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Fig. 173-194 Draping experiments with
hole dresses and garments , previous experiments made out from dresses. The ones
that are crossed are too plan or not balanced
enough in material/silhouette. The circled
green ones is where interesting shapes or
details have been found.
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6.10 Sweat pants development

Fig.195-197 Secondhand dress as startingpoint for the sweatpants.

Fig. 198 Archetypical sweatpants
chosen for this piece.

Fig 199 Second-hand dress material for the sweat pants.
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Sweatpants development

Fig. 200-203 first developments t-shirt (later sweatpants)

The sweatpants started as an archetypical t-shirt, but soon it was clear the dresses didn’t suit to
be made into a t-shirt hybrid. Experimenting with pleats and sculpting the pieces on upper front
body made it look too much like an evening top with poofy sleeve.
Better to try and make a second variation of the sweatpants, keeping its flowy and uneven shape
and adding a decorational number 89- typical for streetwear. It works to bring the piece back a
bit to the street feeling since the shape is very experimental and flamboyant. Exploring the shape
of the ruffles and draped details, balancing it out by using a typical stretch band around the waist.
This was also the second time a lighter garment was tried out as a archetypical garment- and both
times it didn’t work because it resemble too much a girly top- a sign that this method might work
the best with other garments and pants.

Fig. 204-206
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Final Sweatpants

Fig. 207-208 details of sweatpants, buttons and
aplique.

Fig. 209-212 silhouettes of the pants, asymetrical with more volume on the turquosie side.
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6.11 T-shirt development

Fig 213-215 T-shirt archetype and first two drapings of a sweet heart neck-dress. Unfortunately footage was
lost of the orignal black secondhand dress before altering the dress.

Second attempt at making t-shirt-development. Using a plane color such as black, makes it easier to focus
on the shape, and not too become a party top again. the front is focused around the dress sweatheart plieesthat are duplicated to make the t-shirts shape along the way.

Fig. 216-218 development draping the-t-shirt.
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Fig 219-224 T-shirt development on modell, with sleeves cut out. Oversized and uneven in the shape.
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6.12 Development Red oversized draped zip up

Fig 225- 226 Two red secondhand dresses as
base.

Fig. 227 Reffernce pictures of a zip up sweater as
archetypcal garment.

Fig. 228 Heavy draped details that can be used as an
effect. Keeping the asymetrical look.

Fig. 229 Bulky
draping, using the
dramatic gatherings
of the jersey red
dress.
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Fig. 230-232 Working more with an asymetrical shape, and the big stripe across the chest and arms. Using a
scultping technique, working the fabric like clay. Adding and cutting, forming and pining down.

Fig.233-235 Too wide stripe, distracting from the overall silhouette-take away or make smaller. Keep piping
on the blue stripe. The zipper is too smalland looks miniature compared to the oversized sweater. Also the
style of the zipper brings the garment down. It would be better to have a more statement piece zipper.
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Fig 235-239 Development red zip-up sweater
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Fig 241 final drapings

Fig. 240 Extra large zipper in black with silver and gold
details where used, it has the extra size the garment
needs, for the zipper not to look minuscule, as well as
the shiny metals make the zipper look as a decoration as
well as functional.

Fig 242 final drapings
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6.13 Development of puffer vest

Fig. 243-246 two out of the three
dresses used to make the west.
Details of the red dess.

Fig. 247 Archetypical garment used as refference
picture.

Fig. 248-254 Drapings first stage.
How far can it be taken shape wise
from its origianl form?
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Fig. 256-258
Adding a collar
and keeping the
side asymetrical.
Trying to use
as much of the
draping molding
technique without
cutting away too
much.

Fig. 259- 260 Trying out
different ways to fasten the
collar and balancing out the
ruffles.

Fig 261-262 Without the
collar the west gets an
extra vibe of outerwear
and becomes more wearable then wihtout. Also
the backside is quilted to
go from arranged to more
dramatic draping.
Fig. 263 The draped
gathering of the back
in gold mimics the
gathering from the
muave piece to the
right.
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Fig 264-266 Trying out wiht and without the golden zipper. Deciding the lenght of the garment.

Fig 267-268 tried on modells. final drapings.
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6.14 Puffer jacket development
Fig 269, original bridal dress. before being paired with
the green dress. Fig 271-273 The pleats found in the front
of the dress where a good start to exagerate the form and
duplicated.

Fig. 271-273 different pleats made to exagerate the shape of the puffer
jacket.

Fig. 269 and 270 original bridal dress,
and pufferjacket inspiration.

fig. 274-277 Different variations of the front.
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Fig 278-280 Desciding color combinations.

Fig.281-283 detail of the hood.

fig. 284-285 Fittings of the oversized puffer jacket.

Fig.286 final trial
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6.15 Puffer Jacket part 2

Fig. 288-292 Two more dresses where added to make the puffer

Fig. 287 Puffer jacket as refferncee.
2 more dresses are chosen with the same style as the first purple one.
A calmer color scale then the green was chosen to not play out the
colors against eachother. Grey and silver make for a more harmonic
constelation. Different avriations in the placement of the pieces are
made. How far can it be taken shape wise from its origianl form?
Always glancing back at the pufferjacket chosen to still have a set
goal.

Fig.293 development of puffer jacket

Fig.294-297 development of puffer jacket
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Fig. 298 Puffer jacket on modell

Fig. 299 One more dress is added. Lenght is
added to the bottom front and side back.

Try out on body. A balance between both sides even if they are not identical. The lenght is questionable and looks a bit shrunken on the
modell and should be elongated.

Fig. 300-301 A bit more volume is added to the sleeves.

Fig. 302 Adding lenght to the back.
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Fig. 303-304 Final result with added
length.
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7. Result

The dresses, if left to be sold as second hand- would continue to be used as dresses, which means continuing
the life cycle of being used once as evening wear- then discarted because of its social novelty being used up.
This is in the best case scenario. A more probable case would be that a lot of these dresses would never be
worn again because thier dated fashion. With the method presented here, a prolonagtion of the life span of
dress is made. And by fusing it with streetwear, its excistance become something unfamiliar and new as well
as it being a recourceful way of finding new shapes. In a way the spirit of the dress is still there, excentric
colors, pearl details and exagerated shape, but it has gained all of the positive sides of streetwear. Easy wear,
lose and comfortable as well as be able to use for everyday instead of occasionwear.
The collection shows a fruitfull result, in which the pieces has distinct elements of the flamboyant flare of
the discected dresses, and the sporty silhouettes of streeatwear. The result shows the possibilities of re-design focusing on one typ of garment. It has also a cohesive look even if the patterns are not repeated in any
of the looks. This is thanks to its resemblance to streetwear. This collection is a comment on todays issues in
the fashion industry, when it omes to switching its way of production with new materials to re-usable ones.
This collection finds new solutions to the re-design field thanks to finding alternative easthetics by using larger pieces of clothing in the finished result, instead of the traditional diced patch-work look re-design often
displays. By using larger pieces of the same type of clothing, in this case dresses, it’s also more convinient
when used in an up-scaled production since it gives some room to scale patterns.
All of them are draped, which gives the clothes an undefined and at times irregular shape which adds to
building its own look, some of them more controlled then others. They all have a relaxed and oversized fit,
to ease the fit and wear, which could be translated to a ”one size”- fit. The colors are predominantly feminine, but the feminine associations, are balanced out with the largeness of the garments and details that make
them bolder. They land in the inbetween of showpiece and wearable, all of them can be scaled back, but
would then lose its striking impact to the beholder but gain when being used for comercialisation. All of
these pieces start of with a preset goal from its assigned streetwear piece, and this is what helps prevent all of
the experiments not to lose its way during the course of draping and cutting and maybe ending up as dresses
again.
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7.1 Purple 2 piece Jogging set

The purple wind jacket with the button down pants shows this methods most commercial and adapted way of
use. 4 dresses where used for the hole look. Parts have been kept such as rouching but the dress has been very
adapted to the pattern of the pants and jacket. All the looks are based on draping, but this particular one is
then matched to me symmetrical and pattern making has been used to look as close as possible to the archetypical street clothes. Since there’s is not so much left of the originals dress characteristics the tulle is left as a
reminder of its origin.
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7.2 Hood with gold details

The black and gold hoodie, started as one dress, cut in half then draped several ways gathering
along the way what has been of interest such as certain cinching or fabric gathering. Arms and
hood are still more controlled and closer to a strict pattern. But all in all it’s the next step away
from the first look, less controlled in its apparition.
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7.3 Loose pants with t-shirt

Third look has 2 dresses. It explores the free form of the pants by keeping more details from the dresses and it has been draped
completely before adapted in the crouch and around the waistline. Double layers of the arms from the black dress that makes up
one half of the pant, crystals and pearl details, rouching found in the dress that when draping has been doubled and exaggerated,
brings depth and detail to an other wise pretty plain sweatpants.
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7.3.1 Loose pants with t-shirt version 2.

Jogging pants with the
draped t-shirt. The
pants are a very adapted
version of this method,
that is more comercial
and very true to its archetyical garment. The
t-shirt is more abstract
and using all the dress
benefits of volume and
pleats.
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7.4 oversized Pufferjacket

The forth look is a puffer jacket made out of a wedding dress and a green dress. The folds of the wedding
dress where exaggerated, and the dress was cut into 4 pieces. Arms where removed, the bodice was removed
half way before starting the draping, this to try and make as less cuts as possible and have as much fabric as
possible to mold around the body. The puffs where placed such as the volume increasing at the bottom. The
green parts are uneven in the back because of the dress natural rip, which works as a detail instead, by so
working with the dress and the fabrics unique flaws. The jacket is still somewhat commercial, but is starting
to leave the safe zone of recognition by letting the dresses largeness, color blocks and by exaggerating the
poof 's, shifting the focus from its original inspiration the puffer jacket. A exaggerated silver zipper is used as
both to fit the largeness of the piece, as well as commenting on what a necessity and what decoration.
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7.5 Oversized zip-up with stripe

The red oversized zip-up is more uneven and asymmetrical in its shape compared to the puffer, and can be divided into two areas, where the
dresses meet at the back. Each side is completely different from the other, and the red jersey side has more or less the hole dress draped directly as is, without any initial cuts. The Chinese-inspired brocade side, has more cuts. The uneven shape of the zip-up sweater is balanced for
recognition back to streetwear by bringing the typical stripe over the chest detail. As well as adding longer sleeves that covers the hands and
let the thumb be free trough a hole.
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7.6 Asymetrical vest

The golden and burgundy vest its yet another step away from the first look, where more parts of the dress
are left more recognizable, as the burgundy frill, but are draped to fit as a vest. The golden other half of
the vest starts off as a proper vest, then morphs into a dripping unevenness that follows the dress it’s made
off. The balance between controlled recognizable parts and more spontaneous shapes are losing its grips.
During the draping the shape doesn't get chaotic thanks to the set goal to become a vest.
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7.7 Oversized Puffer-Sweater

The loudest look of them all is the purple puffer sweater-jacket. Composed out of 4 ball gown dresses.
With two or less cuts, and the rest of the shape is thanks to the draping. The elements of the puffer jacket
is unrecognizable, but still it still holds the same characteristics when examination it. It has no partition
thus definition of sweater, but acts as jacket. Here when starting with the draping and the puffer jacket as
inspiration, exaggeration was the key, as well as keeping the shape organic to what was found along the way
of experimenting. The last piece is the ultimate testimony that not only is this method working as a key to
morph two fashion genres together in re-design, but also as proof to be able to draw this morph to its peak.
In all its abundance, it is at the same time, detail wise, the most minimalistic of all the looks.
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7.9 Line up
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7.8 Result in Store/street envirorment
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8. Discussion

In a time were both consumers producers of fashion are focusing on the best envirormental way of
producing clothing, re-design is part of the answer. As many designers and companies already have
started to shift its focus and open up to use second hand garments as the new raw-material- many
fail in the novelty factor when transforming the cltohes into new items.
The question is no longer if we can make clothes out of old textiles. Today the question is will the
design process make the item no longer seem too familiar from its original state, to not snub the
wearer of an air of novelty?
The aim of this work was to explore the posibilities in re-design by focusing on dresses and streetwear silouettes, and its ultimate goal would not only be to find solutions to re-design the dress, but
also to bring an air of modernity, freshness and engage the wearer to feel as if the item is a dernier
cri, something unique and not just a solution to a bigger scale problem.
By finding the balance between leaving enough of the original details of the dresses and to make
bold street inspired cuts. The collection shows a range from heavily adapted clothing such as the
sweatpants with button details, to the more abstract twisted oversized purple puffer jackets, which
shows the range this mehtod can be used in. This mehtod shows that it could work as a convinient
way of making commercial garments as well as the more undefined types of clothing that could be
used both on stage or as more architectural aspect of garment making.
Before explaining the benefits of chosing only one type of garment to explore when re-desinging,
lets look at the rational differences in combining these two genres of clothing to become one.
The dress has in itself a popular tradition to be ”used-up” after a few times of wear, because of the
novelty when presented to a crowd more then once, is gone. The fit of a dress is often found as uncomfortable, restricting walk, sitting down or doing different activities that requiere the wearer to
move more freely, since a for example a ball gown is very adapted to its hours of use as formal wear.
All of this is the opposite of what todays terms of usuage and comfort want to dictate, but it still has
a strong hold of our mind and many will still only wear a dress once to an event.
On the other hand, streetwear, dont have this expired stigma over itself and can be used many
times over, without loosing its hype value the same way as a dress. Also the roots of streetwear
being sportwear causes the silouettes to be easy to wear and move in. All in all, these to genres are
eachothers opposites and to combine them causes an intruiging result.
The benefits of focusing on one type of garment has more to gain compared to re-design that uses all
type of garments. In traditional redesign its found that it’s an overall time consuming task to make
new clothes, because of the variety in fabric amount in each piece is not realiable, variety in colors,
satuartion as well as material variation can be hard to match. You could also argue by re-designing
dresses and using typical feminine elements to make a collection, that this adds to show that typical
feminine fabrics doesnt have to end up in exclusivly feminine clothing, something a lot of companies avoid in re-design by using ”gender-neutral” materials such as denim and neutral colors.
In other words, the lack of relaibility in each new piece makes the process tideous. Nonetheless, if
the use of re-design is perfected and applied to a range of different pieces and tested in this method,
in a short period of time we could find out what clothes suits best to be re-designed into its paired
conter part equivalent. When focusing on one typ of clothing, you more or less get to know the limits of its genre (in this case dresses), and get to know the sub genres (divided in size, type, material
and colour) and by doing so avoid getting stuck in the process. By pairing
it with another style genre when studying the shape, it also makes for easier discovery of new shapes.
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The fact that you are only able to get hold of one of each dress as base material, which is seen
as a problem when re-designing, doesnt need to be a problem for production of multiple garments with this new method, since a lot of dresses have the same style and details even if they
are different in material, therefore the re-design garments would be easy to adapt into several
new garments in the same manner.
As proven in my collection, the dresses where tried out with this method to become a different
style from its given form, and to be explored in the genre of streetwear,
The restriction of movement as dresses is gone, but the delicacy of the materials still remain.
Withing the frames of this work, it became clear that dress+streetwear suited to become outerwear.
Is it formal wear? Is it streetwear? Since the materials in the dresses range from silk to polyester, many in shiny or more delicate materials, there is not one answer.
One things is certain, they are not made for the shy and the wearer is almost forced to stand
proud in them to not get overtrhown by some of the garments opulence in volume and material.
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